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If you had been a spectator at an ancient Greek athletics festival, you would have seen a 

curious mixture of events; even at the major festivals there were competitions more 

extraordinary than synchronised swimming whose introduction into the modern Olympic 

programme has raised a few eyebrows and groans. 

 

At the Olympic Games at Olympia and at the Pythian Games at Delphi one of the events 

from the end of the sixth century onwards was a race in armour. Competitors ran a diaulos 

(literally 'double pipe or channel'), i.e. from one end of the stadium to the other end and 

back again, wearing helmets, greaves and carrying large round shields. The presence of this 

strange event in the programme was probably influenced by military training. From the 

seventh century onwards most Greek city-states relied on heavy-armed infantry. A poet 

from Sparta called Tyrtaeus wrote poems in the seventh century for Spartan soldiers on how 

to attack the enemy, and in one he says, 'Each of you advance near the enemy, and with 

your long spear or sword wound and overcome one of them; and put your foot next to your 

enemy's foot, and lean your shield next to his shield, and plume to plume, helmet to helmet, 

and breast to breast fight with a man'. The military training must have involved the soldiers 

in practising how to run with their weapons, and during actual fighting there must have 

been plenty of close physical contact both between soldiers on the same side as they 

advanced in close formation and between opposing sides when the battle was raging. 

 

The competition in the games, too, involved plenty of physical contact; perhaps sometimes 

the athletes found it hard to remember whether they were athletes or fighters. Pindar, who 

in the fifth century wrote poems in honour of victors in the games, in one poem thinks of 

Castor and Polydeuces as athletes and says of them, 'The excellence shines out clear, both in 

the races where you run naked a length of the stadium, and in the shield-crashing hoplite 

races'. The heavily-armed soldiers were called hoplites, and the athletes in the race were 

called hoplitodromoi ('hoplite-runners). 

 

Slower in Nike shorts 

 

This quotation from Pindar brings to light another feature of the ancient games definitely 

without modern parallel: by and large the athletes competed naked. There is a story that 

this practice started when an athlete from Megara called Orsippus, who later became a 

successful military commander, was in the lead in a running event probably in 720 B.C. 



when his loin-cloth became undone and he tripped over it and lost the race! But I wonder if 

this story was not a fictitious invention designed to explain the Greek practice of competing 

naked, the fiction modelled on what happened to Ajax in Homer's account of the funeral 

games for Patroclus in Iliad 23, where Ajax was just about to reach the finish and win the 

running event when he slipped in a pile of dung and wily Odysseus won. 

 

Support for the idea that Greek athletes did at one time compete clothed might appear to 

be provided by Homer: competitors in the funeral games for Patroclus are said to wear 

diazomata (loin-cloths). But one has to be careful about using Homer's poetry as historical 

evidence. He may say they wore loin-cloths in order to preserve the decorous ethos of his 

poetry, just as he says his heroes eat only roast beef and are never drunk, not because they 

actually did wear loin-cloths in the late eighth century B.C. when he was probably 

composing. 

 

But did Greek athletes, apart from the hoplite-runners, always perform naked? Most 

scholars think so, and most of the evidence suggests that they did, especially the numerous 

scenes on Greek vases showing naked athletes. There are some dissenting voices, however, 

and if you look at the article on Athletics in the Oxford Classical Dictionary by the late R. L. 

Howland (who was an Olympic athlete), you will read, 'It seems unlikely that the Greeks 

would ever have stripped completely naked for events involving running, though it was an 

artistic convention . . . to portray athletes naked'. Howland thought it would be difficult and 

uncomfortable for men to run naked. But let us not forget that even the longest running 

event in the ancient games (the dolichos) was only 12 laps; there was no marathon, an 

event where chafing can be a severe problem. When I was in Crete in the spring of 1989, on 

a largely (but not wholly) deserted beach, I practised running the length of a stadion-race 

(the length of the stadium) naked, and compared how long it took with running the same 

distance wearing a pair of Nike shorts with an inner supportive pair of pants sewn in. I was 

actually quicker when wearing nothing by up to three seconds over 200 metres. It is, by the 

way, very exhilarating running naked! 

 

Loin-Cloths outmoded 

 

There are a couple of interesting pieces of evidence that suggest that athletic nudity, though 

the norm, was not universal. The historian Thucydides, writing in the late fifth century, says 

(1.6), 'In ancient times even in the Olympic festival athletes performed with loin-cloths 

round their genitals, and it is not many years since they stopped wearing them'. At first sight 

it seems strange that Thucydides should say that it was not long before his day that they 

stopped wearing loin-cloths; he would seem to suggest that they wore them up to, say, 500 

B.C. But this seems to conflict with the Orsippus story and with the generally-held view that 

nudity was the norm long before 500 B.C. Most scholars have thought that Thucydides 

made a mistake or was following a different tradition. But note the word 'even' ('even in the 



Olympic festival'). I wonder whether Thucydides is contrasting athletes' practice in major 

competitions with other occasions, especially when they were training (we know that some 

athletes wore caps when training), so that when this compressed sentence is unravelled 

what Thucydides means is, 'In ancient times even in the Olympic festival, as well as other 

occasions such as when training, athletes wore loin-cloths; they stopped wearing them in 

major competitions long ago but carried on wearing them when training; and they carried 

on wearing them when training until quite recently when they gave up the practice 

altogether'. 

 

This interpretation ties in with the second piece of evidence. There is a curious group of 

vases, made in Athens and dating from about 520-500 B.C., which shows athletes and 

revellers wearing loin-cloths; it is called the Perizoma Group of vases ('perizoma' means 

'loin-cloth' like "diazoma'). It is generally thought that these vases show athletes with loin-

cloths, not because any athletes did wear them in mainland Greece when the vases were 

made, but either because of some freak whim of the vase-painters or because they were 

manufactured for a foreign market (Etruria in Italy) where some type of clothing was often 

worn by athletes. But three problems with this view are (a) not all Perizoma Group vases 

seem to have been destined for Etruria, (b) some Etruscan athletes are depicted naked in 

Etruscan art, and (c) those Etruscan athletes in Etruscan art who are clothed do not wear 

anything like the type of loincloth shown on the Perizoma Group vases, but usually a pair of 

shorts. I would suggest that the loin-cloths on the athletes by the Perizoma Group painters 

reflect the last years of actual training-practice of mainland Greek athletes. Perhaps the 

artists noticed that the practice was dying out and thought they would commemorate it 

before it was forgotten. If by the time the vases were painted the wearing of loin-cloths was 

becoming out-dated and out-moded, this would explain why some of the athletes painted 

by the Perizoma Group painters seem to have exaggeratedly large loin-cloths, as if the 

artists were making fun of the practice. The fact that these vases also show sa tyrs and 

revellers as well as athletes perhaps supports the idea that some of the depictions were 

designed to raise a smile, since humour is naturally associated with satyrs and drunken 

revelry. 

 

Physical talent on display 

 

Enough on nudity. But the subject leads to another big difference between ancient and 

modern athletics festivals: major ancient festivals were only for men, no women 

participants. Nor was there mixed training, except in idiosyncratic Sparta. One story, related 

by Pausanias, the tourist-guide of the second-century A.D., tells how a woman called 

Callipateira 'disguised herself exactly as an Olympic trainer and brought her son to compete 

at Olympia; he was victorious, and his mother, as she was jumping over the trainers' 

enclosure, revealed her sex. The officials let her off out of respect for her father, her 

brothers and her son, all of whom had been victorious at Olympia. But a law was passed 



that in future trainers too should be naked before entering the festival'. The absence of 

women doubtless facilitated the male practice of competing naked. 

 

But there were games held for girls, the most famous being in honour of Hera at Olympia. 

Pausanias again: 'The games consist of foot-races for unmarried girls. The races are divided 

into three age-groups, and they run in the following way: their hair hangs down, a tunic 

reaches to a little above the knee, and they bare their right shoulder down to the chest. 

They have the Olympic stadium reserved for their games, but the course of the stadium is 

shortened for them by about a sixth of its length. To the winning girls they give crowns of 

olive and a portion of the cow sacrificed to Hera'. 

 

Though women were barred from entering the festival-sites while competition was in 

progress, there must have been plenty of female fans crowding outside who were able to 

catch a glimpse of their heroes afterwards. Pindar says, 'On the numerous occasions you 

won in the festival of Pallas Athene, Telesikrates, unmarried girls saw you, and under their 

breath they each prayed that you might be their darling husband or son, and they did the 

same at Olympia and at Delphi and at all your local festivals'. In another poem Pindar says 

that he hopes his poetry in praise of the victor will make the victor a 'darling to the young 

unmarried women'. Though in ancient Greece a victorious athlete could not, as he crossed 

the finish-line, blow a kiss to his girlfriend back home, as Steve Ovett used to do, and thanks 

to television coverage expect her to see him doing it, he could hire a poet to extol his 

physique and achievements in a poem which would be heard sung. I expect there was quite 

a bit of match-making done at the ancient athletics festivals; they provided excellent 

opportunities for women to become acquainted with their ideal future husbands. 

 

And if the victor had to leave the festival soon after his event was over, in order to return 

home, he had a chance to show himself off to his local admirers in the kōmos: this was a 

victory-revel, with song, wine, dance and music, regularly held in the victor's hometown to 

celebrate his achievement. Pindar again, in one of the poems quoted above, says that the 

victor will be received in his 'homeland of beautiful women' as he brings back from the 

Pythian Games fame and desire. 

 

Once back home, if you were a really outstanding athlete, you might put on exhibition feats, 

as the great wrestler Milo did. He would challenge all-corners to bend back his little finger – 

no one could; or he would tie a cord round his head and break it by taking a deep breath 

and filling the veins in his head with blood so that they expanded and broke the cord. You 

are not recommended to emulate him! One thinks of Geoff Capes, the great British shot-

putter who when he retired would show off his strength by lifting up cars. 

 



For all the peculiarities of some aspects of the ancient Greek athletics festivals, the athletes 

themselves were, I suspect, rather like modern athletes: fond of praise, tending towards 

arrogance, and proud of their physique. 

 

Stephen Instone teaches in the University of London. Pictures of him running without the 

loincloth are available from the editor and will he delivered in plain packaging. 

 

Footnote: Stephen Instone asked Hugh Jones, one of Britain's top marathon runners what 

he thought about running naked. He reckoned that all his parts were robust enough to be 

shaken about without him slowing down. In fact he ran the Stockholm marathon in 2 hours 

11 minutes despite broken elastic! (Hugh Jones took the photo of Stephen.) 


